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HIGH SECURITY STANDARDS AND HIPAA COMPLIANCE 

CASE STUDY: HEALTHEXPENSE

Over the last two decades, a shift in the healthcare industry has moved much 

of the burden of managing and paying for health care from the employer to 

the individual employee. For any given individual, their health care payment 

information can lie in any number of insurance and bank accounts, and tradi-

tionally, the complicated responsibility of tracking this multitude of services 

and payments has lain with the individual as well. Prior to HealthExpense, that 

is.

In the words of HealthExpense CEO Vineet Gulati, “Every one of us who has 

medical events or has families and has need for medical services deals with 

that pain in terms of understanding their obligation, understanding where they 

can better use their benefits, simply managing the transgression of payments 

is a real pain point for any one of us who has this high deductible obligation.” 

This burgeoning start-up seeks to revolutionize health care payments by creat-

ing a simple platform that subscribers can trust to fully integrate their medi-

cal and financial obligations across a variety of carriers, as well as keep their 

personal data secure. 

THE CHALLENGE

MEETING HIGH STANDARDS AND COMPLIANCE MANDATES

By facilitating the connection between a customer’s bank and health care 

providers, HealthExpense is responsible for handling highly sensitive 

information of both a financial and medical nature for millions of members. 

ABOUT

SOLUTIONS
• Alert Logic® Threat Manager™: 

Managed intrusion detection 
and vulnerability scanning 
system

• Alert Logic® ActiveWatch™: A 
managed service that provides 
24x7 monitoring of Alert Logic 
Threat Manager, including a core 
team of experts

• Alert Logic® Log Manager™ 

with ActiveWatch™: Security-as-
a-Service (SaaS) solution that 
meets compliance requirements 
and identifies security issues

HealthExpense is a trusted partner 
to over 35 enterprise partners, and 
is health plan agnostic, allowing 
them to deliver a unified approach to 
managing health care payments, and 
provide a place where customers can 
streamline their various health care 
information into one place.

MEETING
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Gulati’s team is accountable for maintaining the availability of hundreds of these providers, and while still meeting 

high security standards and HIPAA compliance requirements applicable to this wide variety of partners. This was the 

primary motivator for HealthExpense to seek industry-leading security and compliance solutions such as Alert Logic. 

SCALABILITY

HealthExpense continues to grow substantially each year since its founding 5 years ago, therefore the amount of data 

being submitted by subscribers that HealthExpense must aggregate and normalize, for it to be functional across all 

carriers, is increasing as well. It was clear that Gulati needed to implement a flexible solution that could efficiently 

scale alongside the flux in traffic and make certain that information stays private to the individual, never jumping 

from carrier to carrier within a subscriber’s account. The security functionality to accomplish this must be added as a 

preliminary feature, and then be able to be scaled up.

WHY ALERT LOGIC?

HealthExpense’s search for a security partner that could meet their needs began with meeting with one of their most 

critical partners, a large bank with more than 500,000 health savings accounts, which had exceptionally stringent 

compliance requirements. The migration from an in-house security team to Alert Logic began with Gulati searching 

for external security solutions that could detect network threats and intrusions through an Intrusion Detection System 

(IDS), perform vulnerability scans, manage log data continuously, and provide quick, actionable reporting to meet 

these strict compliance requirements. Gulati and his team chose Alert Logic almost immediately. Since HealthExpense 

has 100% of their environment on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud, picking a provider that supported AWS 

was mandatory. With a need to maintain a high standard of compliance, AWS compatibility, and scalable flexibility, all 

signs pointed to Alert Logic. 

Although HealthExpense’s search for Alert Logic began with a simple compliance mandate, several other factors 

made this Security-as-a-Service a confident choice. 

NATIVE PUBLIC CLOUD SECURITY 

The entire HealthExpense environment exists on AWS. All Alert Logic solutions are purpose-built to secure 

environments where they reside and protect cloud environments, unlike competing solutions that are retrofitted to 

work in AWS. 

MANAGED THREAT DETECTION

Alert Logic SaaS solutions combine advanced technology and security expertise to deliver the security features and 

“FROM A SECURITY STANDPOINT, ALERT LOGIC HAS GIVEN US PEACE OF MIND. I THINK WE CAN FEEL A LOT SAFER BY IMPLEMENTING THESE 
SERVICES.”  - Vineet Gulati, CEO at HealthExpense
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actionable intelligence that organizations need to remediate active threats that are affecting their environments. 

Almost immediately after implementing Threat Manager with ActiveWatch, Gulati and his Technical Operations 

Manager received a call from Alert Logic, notifying HealthExpense of brute force attacks. The 24x7 Alert Logic 

Security Operations Center (SOC) was able to review the incoming data and discern that certain requests were not 

being generated internally, but were in fact external attacks. The Alert Logic SOC analyst specifically assigned to 

HealthExpense was able to advise Vineet Gulati on the threat and ensure that HealthExpense had the support and 

recommendations they needed to react quickly and effectively to the incident. 

EXPERTISE 

The extended security expertise of the Alert Logic team stretches beyond simply alerting users of a threat or anomaly, 

but remains available to help manage the incident and provide ongoing support to the user as they remediate the 

problem. When these GIAC-certified analysts assume this responsibility, that means employees at HealthExpense 

don’t have to. HealthExpense is certain that any incident is getting handled by someone with specialized experience 

detecting and mitigating these concerns.

RESULTS

HealthExpense can now reassure insurance providers, financial institutions and subscribers alike that their personal 

data is getting watched over on a 24x7 basis while Alert Logic performs network threat and intrusion detection as 

well as log review for any anomalies. With the ability to immediately react and provide recommendations, Alert 

Logic has greatly enhanced the former security practices of HealthExpense’s in-house team and made the process 

more efficient, shortening security checks from approximately 1 day per week to just minutes. In the words of Gulati, 

“Because we have one place to go now, where we can quickly look up the details of the threat or potential threat, 

it saves us a lot of time.” Gulati advises to other companies searching for solutions that Alert Logic provides quick 

traceability of incidents, insight into how the whole system works, the ability to fully analyze incoming threats, and 

adds, “Alert Logic gives you peace of mind.”


